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Diaoyu Islands and Their Status in 
Delimitation of East China Sea
WANG Keju *
Abstract: Diaoyu Island and its affiliated islands (hereinafter “Diaoyu 
Islands”) have been the territory of China since ancient times. They were occupied 
by Japan at the end of the nineteenth century. Diaoyu Islands are located in the 
East China Sea near the middle line where maritime delimitation between China 
and Japan has not yet been done. The Diaoyu Islands dispute is a sensitive issue 
in Sino-Japanese relationship. The continued friendship and cooperation between 
the two nations is in the interest of both the Chinese and the Japanese people. It is 
expected that the issue can be resolved in an appropriate and timely manner.
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I. Diaoyu Islands are the Inherent Territory of China
A. Diaoyu Islands have Belonged to China since Ancient Times
The Diaoyu Islands (named “the Senkaku Islands” by Japan) consists of 11 
islets and rocks, including Diaoyu Island (named “Uotsuri-shima” by Japan), 
Huangwei Yu (named “Kuba-shima” by Japan), Chiwei Yu (named “Taishō-tō” 
by Japan), Bei Xiaodao (named “Kita-Kojima” by Japan), Nan Xiaodao (named 
“Minami-Kojima” by Japan), Da Bei Xiaodao (named “Oki-no-Kita-iwa” by Japan) 
and Da Nan Xiaodao (named “Oki-no-Minami-iwa” by Japan). The total area of 
these islands is 5.24 square kilometers, wherein Diaoyu Island alone covers an area 
of 3.8 square kilometers. The Islands are located on the southeastern edge of the 
East China Sea continental shelf and on the northwest of Okinawa trough with a 
water depth of 2,000 meters. 190 kilometers to the northeast of Keelung City, Tai-
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wan, China, Diaoyu Islands are situated about 420 kilometers from both Fuzhou 
City, Fujian Province, China, and Naha, Okinawa Island, Japan. The Islands are 
surrounded by excellent fishing grounds. Chinese fishermen, particularly those from 
China Taiwan and Fujian, have been engaged in fishery activities in these waters 
since the ancient times by taking advantage of the wind and currents in these parts. 
They often got fresh water, found shelters, captured birds, and collected birds’ eggs 
and Chinese medicinal herbs on the islands.
Diaoyu Islands have been a part of the territory of China since the ancient 
times. It was the Chinese who first discovered the Islands, named them, and 
exploited them. Furthermore, the Chinese government had exercised its sovereignty 
over this area before the modern concept of territorial sovereignty came into being 
and at a time when no other country had claimed any right over these islands.
1. China was the first one to name Diaoyu Islands. The names of Diaoyu 
Island, Chiwei Yu, and Huangwei Yu had been found in many extant historical 
records of Ming Dynasty, such as the Shun Feng Xiang Song [Voyage with a Tail 
Wind] published in 1403. These islands were named as Diaoyu Yu, Chi Yu, and 
Huangmao Yu at that time.1 Japanese scholars also agree that it is China that first 
named these Islands. Japanese scholars point out that the term “Yu” has never been 
used to name islands in Japan. On the other hand, many islands have been named as 
“Yu” in the Fujian Province, Pescadores, and China Taiwan, of which the number 
is up to twenty-nine. There have been more islands with the name of “Yu” in 
ancient Chinese maps than in the modern Chinese maps. Huangwei Yu and Chiwei 
Yu are named with “Yu”. Moreover, the names “Huangwei Yu” and “Chiwei Yu” 
were used as such, without any changes, in the official documents of the Ryukyu 
government in the dominion of the United States.2
2. As early as the 14th century, in the early years of the Ming Dynasty, Diaoyu 
Islands has become an area where China exercised its right of self-defense at sea. 
Numerous historical texts and maps from that time demonstrate that the Ming court 
had placed Diaoyu Islands under its jurisdiction of coastal defense, such as the 
Chou Hai Tu Bian [Illustrated Compendium on Maritime Security] complied by 
Hu Zongxian, the governor responsible for combating Japanese invasion in Ming 
Dynasty, Wu Bei Zhi [Treatise on Military Preparation] edited by Mao Yuanyi, 
1     Zheng Hailin, Research on History and Jurisprudence of Diaoyutai Islands, Hong Kong: 
Ming Pao Publications, 1998, pp. 14~58. (in Chinese)
2       Takahashi Shōgorō, translated by Li Jie, Records of Diaoyu Islands, Beijing: Marine Geolo-
gical Survey Bureau, 1983, p. 35. (in Chinese)
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Wu Bei Mi Shu [Record of Secret of Military Preparation] edited by Shi Yongjiu.3 
These records show that China has exercised effective and exclusive sovereignty 
over these islands since the time of the Ming Dynasty.
3. Diaoyu Islands have been incorporated into the territory of China for a quite 
long time. During the Ming and Qing Dynasties, China had close connections with 
its vassal State, Ryukyu. Ryukyu paid annual tributes to China via ships. Every 
time a new king of Ryukyu ascended the throne, imperial envoys from the Ming 
or Qing court were sent to confer the title upon the Ryukyu king, which happened 
23 times between 1372 and 1879. A number of historical records confirming the 
conferment of title on the Ryukyu king show that the border between China and 
Ryukyu was agreed to have been between Chiwei Yu and Kume Islands.4 In other 
words, Diaoyu Islands have been integrated into China’s territory since long.4. 
Diaoyu Islands were never depicted as part of its territory in Ryukyu’s maps. In the 
maps and illustrations of the Zhong Shan Shi Pu [Annals of Chong-shan], submitted 
by Ryukyu’s envoy Caize in 1701 (the tenth year of the reign of Emperor Kangxi of 
Qing Dynasty), thirty-six islands of Ryukyu were recorded without any mention of 
Diaoyu Islands. A series of the Ryukyu maps that has been published by Japan does 
3     Map No. 8 among Fujian Yan Hai Sha Tu [Maps of Fujian Coastal Mountains and Sands] 
collected in Chou Hai Tu Bian [Illustrated Compendium on Maritime Security], complied 
by Hu Zongxian in 1562, lists Diaoyu Yu, Huangmao Shan, Chi Yu, etc.; Fujian Yan Hai 
Sheng Tu [Fujian Province Coastal Map] collected in Chapter Coastal Defense in Wu Bei 
Zhi [Treatise on Military Preparation] written by Mao Yuanyi in 1621, lists Diaoyu Shan, 
Huangmao Shan, Chi Yu, etc.; Fujian Coastal Defense Map in the volume II of Wu Bei Mi 
Shu [Record of Secret of Military Preparation] complied by Shi Yongjiu lists Diaoyu Shan, 
Huangmao Shan, Chi Yu, etc.
4      Such as Shun Feng Xiang Song [Voyage with a Tail Wind] written in 1403, the Liu Qiu Ji 
[Record of the Ryukyu] written in 1633, Shi Liu Qiu Za Lu [Miscellaneous Records of a 
Mission to Ryukyu] written in 1683, Zhong Shan Chuan Xin Lu [Record of Sending Message 
of Chong-shan] written in 1719, Liu Qiu Guo Zhi Lue [History Records of the Ryukyu] 
written in 1756, and Xu Liu Qiu Guo Zhi Lue [History Records of the Ryukyu II] written in 
1866. 
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not include Diaoyu Islands.5 It is obvious that there had been no dispute with regard 
to territorial sovereignty of Diaoyu Islands between China and Japan or China and 
Ryukyu during the Ming and Qing Dynasties.
5. The Dowager Empress of Qing Dynasty, Cixi, granted Diaoyu Islands to her 
minister as an award. In October, 1893 (the nineteenth year of the reign of Emperor 
Guangxu of Qing Dynasty), the Dowager Empress Cixi granted the Diaoyu, 
Huangwei Yu and Chiwei Yu islands to Sheng Xuanhuai as his property to facilitate 
his collection of Chinese medicinal herbs. Sheng Xuanhuai submitted very useful 
herbs which are said to have come from a small island outside of Taiwan named 
“Diaoyu Island”. “It is said that Mr. Sheng’s family has been running herbal 
medicine shop for generations, treating patients and prescribing medicines for 
them, helping the poor and poverty. I believe that he is worthy of this grant as an 
award.” This grant was a reflection of the Chinese central government exercising 
its sovereignty over the Diaoyu Islands. A letter written by Sheng Xuanhuai’s son, 
Sheng Enhe, to his daughter also mentioned that “the Emperor granted the three 
islands to your grandfather used to collect medical herbs. The manuscript proving 
the grant is still preserved at our house as our family’s property. There is also 
drawing to illustrate…”6
B. Japan Illegally Occupied Diaoyu Islands upon Defeating China 
    in the First Sino-Japanese War of 1894-1895
In 1868, the Japanese political group that was loyal to the Mikado (the 
Emperor of Japan) abolished the Tokugawa Shogunate and rebuilt the dominion of 
5         Take a Japanese literature as example, Hayashi Shihei ed., An Illustrated Description of 
Three Countries as well as its attached pictures (1785). In preamble, Hayashi Shihei 
emphasized that, these pictures concerning a number of countries, “are not made up by 
the author himself, but drawn based on authorities.” In 1832, German scholar of oriental 
research Heinrich Klaproth interpreted the book with pictures and published it in French. 
As a result, the fact that Diaoyu Islands belong to China became known to the world. See 
Inoue Kiyoshi, Issues on History and Sovereignty of Diaoyu Islands, Shanghai: SDX Joint 
Publishing Company, 1973, pp. 43~49 (in Chinese). Also see, Overall Map of Ryukyu and 
Its Affiliated Islands included in Chuzan Heishi Ryaku (1832) by Saka Takuho, Overall 
Map of Ryukyu Islands (1873) drawn by Ōtsuki Fumihiko, Overall Map of Grand Japan of 
Reformed Prefectures (1875) by Sekiguchi Bisyo, etc. 
6            The grant and the letter from Sheng Enhe to his daughter are reserved by Sheng Yuzhen (also 
named as Xu Yi). The English translation of the grant was published in the record of the 
First Conference of the United States Seventy-two Congress, 9 November 1971, Vol. 117, 
No. 169, p. 17967. See Reference News on 4 April 1972 and 6 April 1972.
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the Japanese Mikado. After it abolished vassal towns in 1871, Japan reformed itself 
into a highly centralized and unified country with the Mikado as the only supreme 
despot. By this time, the Mikado government had already developed the ambition 
of incorporating Korea, Taiwan and Ryukyu into the territory of Japan. In 1872, 
the Japanese Mikado gave the Ryukyu king the title of seignior, stipulating that 
the diplomacy of Ryukyu was in the dominion of Japan afterwards. In 1874, Japan 
invaded the island of Formosa (historical name for present day “Taiwan”). In 1875, 
Japan issued a stern order commanding Ryukyu to end its tributary relationship 
with the Qing court and directing it to abandon its custom of waiting upon the Qing 
court for conferment of titles on the Ryukyu king, and suppressed the opposition 
from Ryukyu using armed forces. In 1875, Japan invaded Korea. In 1876, Japan 
forced Korea to sign an unequal treaty with it under which Korea was made to 
undertake several obligations, such as to open its ports, build a Japanese resident 
community, to give Japan the right of extraterritoriality, unhindered trade and 
exemption from import and export duties, to allow the Japanese to use Japanese 
currency for business, and to declare itself to be “an independent State enjoying 
the same sovereign rights as does Japan”, which in turn was an attempt to detach 
Korea once and for all from its traditional tributary relationship with China. In 
1879, Japan abolished vassal towns in Ryukyu. Instead, Ryukyu was renamed as 
“Okinawa Prefecture”, and by this move Ryukyu was completely incorporated into 
the territory of Japan. In 1876, Japan declared its ownership over the Ogasawara 
Islands. In July, 1894, Japan went to war with China without prior declaration, 
attacking the troops of the Qing court stationed in Korea and also raided the Qing 
navy at sea. After the end of the war, as per Article 2 of the Treaty of Shimonoseki 
of April 1895, Japan occupied the island of Formosa (Taiwan) and all other islands 
appertaining or belonging to the island of Formosa as well as the Pescadores 
Islands off the west coast of Taiwan.7
After Japan had annexed the whole of the Ryukyu Islands into the territory of 
Japan, the Diaoyu Islands situated close to Ryukyu began to draw its attention. It 
took nine years for the Japanese Mikado government to seize the Diaoyu Islands.8 
7      Inoue Kiyoshi, Issues on History and Sovereignty of Diaoyu Islands, Shanghai: SDX Joint 
Publishing Company, 1973, pp. 71~84 (in Chinese); Wang Tieya, Compilation of China 
and Foreign Treaties and the Chapters (Vol. I), Shanghai: SDX Joint Publishing Company, 
1957, p. 614. (in Chinese)
8       Inoue Kiyoshi, Issues on History and Sovereignty of Diaoyu Islands, Shanghai: SDX Joint 
Publishing Company, 1973, pp. 84~102. (in Chinese)
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It happened as below:
1. Chen Koga Shiro from Fukuoka Prefecture of Japan landed on Huangwei 
Yu in 1885. Later, he submitted an application for lease of the islet to the Governor 
of Okinawa Prefecture. However, the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the Foreign 
Affairs declined the approval due to concerns that the Chinese government would 
definitely and seriously protest against such exercise of authority by Japan. But 
the Ministry of Internal Affairs gave a secret order to the Okinawa government, 
instructing the local government to conduct a secret survey of the islet as well as 
the surrounding islands. After the secret survey, the governor of Okinawa Prefecture 
reported that these islands “were well known” and “were named respectively” 
by the Qing court, and that “it would be an inappropriate move if a sovereignty 
marker was built immediately after the survey”. Moreover, the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs replied to the Minister of the Internal Affairs in a letter, saying that “it 
would certainly raise alertness of the Qing court if a sovereignty marker was built 
suddenly without well considerations.”
2. The governor of Okinawa Prefecture requested the Minister of Internal 
Affairs for permission to construct national territorial markers on the islands in 
1890 and then again in 1893, but did not receive any response.
3. At the end of 1894, when it became certain that the Japanese army would 
defeat the Qing court in the Sino-Japanese War, the Japanese government believed 
that the golden opportunity for it to occupy the Diaoyu Islands came. In December 
1894, the Minister of Internal Affairs wrote to the Minister of Foreign Affairs to 
discuss on the erection of national territorial markers on the Diaoyu Islands. In 
January 1895, the Minister of Foreign Affairs replied with no objection to such 
erection. Their decision to territorialize the islands and erect national territorial 
markers was adopted at a cabinet meeting on January 14, 1895. On January 21, 
the Minister of Internal Affairs instructed the governor of Okinawa to go ahead 
and erect national territorial markers. At that time, Treaty of Shimonoseki was not 
concluded. During the negotiations of the treaty, the Japanese delegation kept the 
resolution adopted at their cabinet meeting about the Diaoyu Islands a secret the 
whole time.
Between 1885 and 1895, Japan never published any information about 
its series of moves towards incorporating Diaoyu Islands into its territory. The 
information as such was first published in Japan Diplomatic Documents, Volume 
23, in March 1952. Moreover, Okinawa Prefecture did not establish the national 
territorial marker on Diaoyu Island until 5 May 1969. In 1970, the Okinawa 
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government stated in a document that Diaoyu Islands became the territory of Japan 
in accordance with the No. 13 edict issued in the 29th year of the reign of Mikado 
Meiji. However, there are no such records in the No. 13 edict.9
Moreover, Japan did not use the name “Senkaku Islands” to describe Diaoyu 
Islands until 1900 (the 33rd year of the reign of Mikado Meiji) when Tsune 
Kuroiwa, a teacher in the Okinawa Prefecture Normal School, translated the 
English name “Pinnacle Islands” (name given to the rocks adjacent to Diaoyu 
Island by the British) to “Senkaku”. It was never “officially named by the Japanese 
government, nor recognized later by the Japanese government.” The names of all 
islands belonging to “the Senkaku Islands” were based on the order issued by the 
mayor of Ishigaki while building national territorial markers on the Islands in the 
dominion of the United States in May, 1969. At that time, the Islands were named 
as Uotsuri-shima, Kuba-shima, Taishō-tō, Minami-Kojima, Kita-Kojima, Oki-
no-Kita-iwa, Oki-no-Minami-iwa, and Tobise. Not only were these names not 
officially based on the edict, but the Japanese government also never put forth the 
names of these islands when the sovereignty issue arose. The Japanese government 
merely listed the names of these islands in a brochure of The Senkaku Islands 
published by the Public Information and Cultural Affairs Bureau of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs.10
C. Japan Remains in Illegal Occupation of Diaoyu Islands of China
1. Japan Did not Return Diaoyu Islands after WW-II
On 1 December, 1943, the Cairo Declaration issued by China, the US and 
UK explicitly stated that “…all the territories Japan has stolen from the Chinese, 
such as Manchuria, Formosa and the Pescadores, shall be restored to the Republic 
of China.”11 On 26 July, 1945, China, the US and UK issued the Potsdam 
Proclamation which stated in Article 8 that “The terms of the Cairo Declaration 
shall be carried out and Japanese sovereignty shall be limited to the islands of 
9      Inoue Kiyoshi, Issues on History and Sovereignty of Diaoyu Islands, Shanghai: SDX Joint 
Publishing Company, 1973, p. 101. (in Chinese)
10    Syougorou Takahashi, Record of Diaoyu Islands, Beijing: Ocean Geological Survey Bu-
reau, 1983, pp. 32~35 (in Chinese); Ryuusuke Uechi, Diaoyu Island and Takeshima, 
Beijing: State Oceanic Administration, Institute for Ocean Development Strategy, 1988, p. 9. 
(in Chinese) 
11     Treaty Series (1934−1944), Beijing: World Knowledge Press, 1961, p. 407. (in Chinese)
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Honshu, Hokkaido, Kyushu, Shikoku and such minor islands as we determine.”12
Upon surrender, Japan returned Taiwan and the Pescadores to China, but the 
Diaoyu Islands came under the United States’ occupation. On 8 September, 1951, 
the United States and a number of other countries signed the Treaty of Peace with 
Japan (commonly known as the “Treaty of San Francisco”) with China excluded 
from it.13 Art. 3 of this treaty placed the Nansei Islands south of 29° north latitude 
under United Nations’ trusteeship, with the United States as the sole administering 
authority. Then the United States declared that Diaoyu Islands were within its 
jurisdiction. On 17 June, 1971, the United States and Japan signed the Okinawa 
Reversion Agreement, under which the United States returned all powers of 
administration over Diaoyu Islands and Okinawa Islands to Japan. The agreement 
came into effect on 15 May, 1972.
The Chinese government gave prompt responses to the Treaty of San Francisco 
and Okinawa Reversion Agreement, stating that these agreements were not 
legally binding on China. The then Chinese Foreign Minister Zhou Enlai issued a 
statement on 15 August, saying that the Chinese government holds a firm belief that 
the treaties are invalid and not legally binding, no matter what the treaties contained 
or their conclusions, since the People’s Republic of China did not participate in the 
preparation, formulation, and signing of the treaties.”14 On September 18, 1951, 
Zhou Enlai, made a solemn statement on behalf of the Chinese government that 
the Treaty of Peace with Japan signed in San Francisco was illegal and invalid 
and could under no circumstances be recognized by the Chinese government since 
China had been excluded from its preparation, formulation and signing 15 On 30 
December, 1971, the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs made a statement that 
the agreement between the United States and Japan as per the Okinawa Reversion 
Agreement to draw Diaoyu Island and its affiliated islands into ‘reversion areas’ 
was illegal and won’t have any effect of changing the territorial sovereignty of the 
People’s Republic of China over Diaoyu Island and its affiliated islands.16
It is worth pointing out that the United States did not support the claim of 
Japan over Diaoyu Islands due to the great pressure from the Diaoyutai Movement, 
12     Treaty Series (1945−1947), Beijing: World Knowledge Press, 1959, p. 77. (in Chinese)
13     Historical Materials of Issues on Treaties of Peace with Japan, Beijing: People’s Press, 
1951, p. 80. (in Chinese)
14      Xinhua Monthly Report, Beijing: People’s Press, September 1951, p. 1027. (in Chinese)
15      Xinhua Monthly Report, Beijing: People’s Press, October 1951, p. 1233. (in Chinese)
16      Xinhua Monthly Report, Beijing: People’s Press, December 1971, p. 8. (in Chinese)
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a social movement in China, Hong Kong and Taiwan that asserted Chinese 
sovereignty over the Diaoyu Islands. Before signing the Agreement, the United 
States State Council speaker stated that the “administrative rights” over the 
Okinawa and Senkaku Islands would be returned to Japan. However, the United 
States took a neutral position on the issue of sovereignty over the Senkaku Islands. 
On 17 June 1971, when the United States and Japan concluded the Okinawa 
Reversion Agreement, the United States State Council made a public statement, 
declaring that the United States only took the power of administration of related 
islands in accordance with Treaty of San Francisco. Therefore, it was only the 
administrative rights over Senkaku Islands that were returned along with the return 
of Okinawa Islands. “Sovereignty” is different from the “administrative rights”. 
The United States merely returned the administrative rights to Japan. As for 
sovereignty, it was not related to the United States.17
2. Japan Has Constantly Sought to Reinforce “Actual Control” over the 
Islands in Order to Create an Illusion of “Fait Accompli” of 
Its Sovereignty over the Islands
In 1968, the Committee for Co-ordination of Joint Prospecting for Mineral 
Resources in Asian Offshore Areas (CCOP) of the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE) conducted a wide survey of East 
China Sea and Yellow Sea, discovering that the areas surrounding Diaoyu Islands 
were “one of the top ten giant oilfields in the world”. After that, Japan began to 
speed up its actions to occupy Diaoyu Islands. In 1969, Japan began building 
territorial markers with names for places on Diaoyu Islands. In 1970, Japan erected 
warning signs on five islands that declared: “No boarding the lands or entering the 
territorial seas surrounding the islands without permission”. In the same year, the 
Okinawa Council passed a Resolution on Territorial Defense of Senkaku Islands. 
On 15 May, 1972, when the Okinawa Reversion Agreement took effect, Japan 
Coast Guard established its 11th district on the Naha of Okinawa, and dispatched 
vessels to patrol the sea area surrounding the Diaoyu Islands. Thereafter, Japanese 
air and navy forces also conducted special tracking and supervision activities in 
addition to routine patrols. In their operations, they drove Chinese fishermen and 
survey vessels near the said sea area. Moreover, they send personnel to carry out 
17    Ryuusuke Uechi, Diaoyu Island and Takeshima, Beijing: State Oceanic Administration, 
Institute for Ocean Development Strategy, 1988, p. 33 (in Chinese); Syougorou Takahashi, 
Record of Diaoyu Islands, Beijing: Ocean Geological Survey Bureau, 1983, p. 24. (in 
Chinese)
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meteorological and geological surveys as well as resource explorations on these 
islands, and also enhanced facilities construction there. In the meanwhile, they 
rejected joint development by China and Japan, denying that both States had 
reached understanding on the shelving of the Diaoyu Islands dispute. 
Currently, it seems that Japan is intensifying its efforts to reinforce the 
illusion of actual control. Japanese Defense Agency formulated strategies as per a 
policy of strengthening the defense of Japan’s southwestern islands. In February, 
2005, the Japanese government declared that it would take over the structure and 
maintenance of a light tower on the Diaoyu Island built by the Japanese Youth 
Association (the “Nihon Seinensha”). Consequently, Chinese diplomats made a 
solemn statement pointing out that Diaoyu Islands have been Chinese inherent 
territories since ancient times and China has sovereignty over the islands. Japan’s 
move was said to be a severe violation and challenge to China’s sovereignty. The 
Chinese government and people would absolutely not accept any of such unilateral 
action by Japan and such actions were illegal and had no effect. On 29 March, 
2006, Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japan 
released a report of the approval of a new revised high school textbook which 
clearly stated that Diaoyu Islands were a territory of Japan. The spokesperson for 
the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs announced promptly that Diaoyu Islands 
have belonged to China since ancient times, and China had an indisputable legal 
basis for its claim.
Japan firmly maintains that it has sovereign rights over Senkaku Islands, and 
at the same time it intensifies its efforts to establish “actual control” over these 
islands with an intention of creating an illusion of fait accompli of Diaoyu Islands 
becoming Japanese territory. The Chinese government has constantly opposed 
Japan’s actions. In other words, China has never implicitly consented to Japanese 
actions As a result, Japan’s efforts in this regard are in vain and it could not have 
the sovereignty over Diaoyu Islands based on occupation.
D. Territorial Sovereignty Could not Be Obtained through Dispossession
Territory of a State is a special part of earth’s surface that is subject to the 
sovereignty of a State.18 Territory refers to the object that the State exercises its 
18    Oppenheimer, translated by Wang Tieya et al., Oppenheimer’s International Law, Vol. 1 (2), 
Beijing: Encyclopedia of China Publishing House, 1998, p. 1. (in Chinese)
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sovereignty over.19 The right and power that a State has over its territory is known 
as territorial sovereignty.20 Territorial sovereignty is the supreme power that a State 
has to govern all people and objects within its territory. Illegal dispossession does 
not create territorial sovereignty.
Japan made a pretense that Diaoyu Islands were terra nullius to justify its 
covert takeover. On 14 May, 1972, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan released 
a formal opinion on the territory of Senkaku Islands again. The main ideas were: 
(1) On the basis of occupation in international law, the Japanese government had 
conducted field surveys on Senkaku Islands repeatedly since 1885 (the 18th year 
of the reign of Mikado Meiji) and confirmed that they were uninhabited islands 
and showed no signs of being governed by the Qing court. Then, it was decided 
at the cabinet meeting to build a territorial marker on the islands in January, 1895 
(the 28th year of the reign of Mikado Meiji), incorporating the islands into the 
territory of Japan. (2) These islands have never been included among the islands 
that were ceded to Japan under Art. 2 of the Treaty of Shimonoseki that came into 
effect in May, 1895. (3). The Chinese government did not raise objection when the 
administrative rights over Diaoyu Islands were handed over to the United States 
under Art. 3 of the Treaty of San Francisco.21
Traditionally, international law holds that territory can be taken by original 
acquisition or acquisition by transfer. The former includes occupation, while 
the latter includes cession. Occupation is established on the basis of the rule of 
occupation of terra nullius under Roman law by analogy which played an important 
role in plundering colony among European powers. The concept of occupation has 
certain practical value in solving territorial disputes in the international community. 
The primary consideration when judging whether or not a State has sovereignty 
over the territory in dispute is the international law at the time of acquisition of the 
territory (rule of intertemporal law) and has been accepted in international cases 
concerning territorial dispute.
In the view of international law, a State is allowed to acquire only the territory 
of terra nullius by occupation. In the Advisory Opinion on Western Sahara, the 
19     Zhou Gengsheng, International Law (Vol. 1), Beijing: Commercial Press, 1981, p. 320. (in 
Chinese)
20    Dictionary of International Law, Beijing: World Knowledge Press, 1985, p. 797. (in 
Chinese) 
21     The author has already noted above that the Minister of Foreign Affairs Zhou Enlai of P.R.C 
had made a statement in response to this treaty.
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International Court of Justice stated that it was by reference to the law in force at 
that period that the legal concept of terra nullius must be interpreted. As a matter 
of law, one basic element to constitute effective occupation is that the land must 
be terra nullius.22 Oppenheimer’s International Law points out that the object 
of occupation is merely limited to the land that does not belong to any State … 
Territory of any State obviously extends beyond the scope of occupation.23 British 
Ian Brownlie believes that terra nullius refers to a part of land that allows any State 
to acquire but has not been placed in any territorial sovereignty, as a matter of law.24
However, the Diaoyu Islands were not terra nullius at the time when the 
Japanese forces occupied them. The Japanese government intentionally confused 
“uninhabited islands” with “terra nullius”, which is a disguised replacement of the 
concept.
As stated before, the Chinese government during the Ming and Qing Dynasties 
had constantly exercised its sovereignty over Diaoyu Islands and exercised its 
power peacefully for a long time. Meanwhile, Japan and Ryukyu had never raised 
any objections. It is also to be noted that international cases concerning territorial 
dispute show that whether or not a State exercises its sovereignty over a territory 
is determined on the basis of its actual situation. Take the Clipperton Island 
Arbitration case (France v. Mexico) in 1931 as an example, the arbitrator had the 
holding concerning the land that cannot sustain human habitation.25 In the Palmas 
Island Arbitration case (U.S. v. Netherlands) of 1928, the arbitrator recognized the 
Netherlands’ sovereignty over the Island.26 The Permanent Court of International 
Justice held, in the Eastern Greenland Case (Denmark v. Norway) of 1933, that as 
for land that was hardly exploited, not to speak of occupation, and being isolated 
from the rest of the world for a long time, the requirements of effective control 
should be lower than that in normal situations. The rationale behind it was that it 
22    China University of Political Science and Law International Law Teaching and Researching 
Section ed., Cases Study on Public International Law, Beijing: China University of Political 
Science and Law, 1995, p. 186. (in Chinese)
23    Oppenheimer, translated by Wang Tieya et al., Oppenheimer’s International Law, Vol. 1(2), 
Beijing: Encyclopedia of China Publishing House, 1998, p. 74. (in Chinese)
24    Ian Brownlie, translated by Zeng Lingliang, Yu Minyou et al., Jurisprudence of Public 
International Law, Beijing: Law Press China, 2003, p. 121. (in Chinese)
25     R. Bernhardt ed., Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Vol. 2, Amsterdam: North-
Holland Publishing Company, 1981, pp. 53~54.
26     R. Bernhardt ed., Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Vol. 2, Amsterdam: North-
Holland Publishing Company, 1981, pp. 223~224.
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was not easy to enter such islands.27
Japanese scholar Inoue Kiyoshi, in his article “Issues on History and 
Sovereignty of Diaoyu Islands”, points out that even judging on the basis of the 
“jurisprudence” of original acquisition of territory by western countries in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, by which that a State which “discovered” any 
new land became the owner of that land, Diaoyu Islands can only be the territory 
of China and of no other State because it is the Chinese who first discovered them. 
The Chinese people named these islands. Furthermore, these Chinese names of 
the islands were repeatedly used in the records of the Chinese envoys’ who visited 
Ryukyu. Inoue Kiyoshi also points out that it was impossible and also unnecessary 
to set up any “administration” on these small, uninhabited islands during Ming and 
Qing Dynasties. He also cited the analysis of noted Japanese international jurist 
Yokota Kisaburō stating that the principle of effective control could not be or was 
not necessary to be mechanically applied sometimes, according to situations of the 
land originally occupied. In case of an uninhabited island, for example, it is not 
necessary to establish administrative offices or to fortify it with police and armed 
forces. Operations for effective control cannot be conducted in an environment that 
cannot sustain human habitation. In contrast, the Ming court made more efforts 
than necessary, such as mapping the islands into its jurisdiction of defense area at 
sea and illustrated the location and the subjection relationship in the Chou Hai Tu 
Bian [Illustrated Compendium on Maritime Security] that systemically described 
the measures to fight against Japanese piracy.28
Japan occupied Diaoyu Islands on the legal basis of occupation of terra 
nullius, leaving an impression of no other choice of making the argument. Japanese 
scholar Syougorou Takahashi pointed out that in international law, acquisition 
of territory by way of State action can be through cession, annexation, conquest, 
occupation, apposition, etc. As long as Japan admitted the Sino-Japanese War 
and Potsdam Declaration, then Japan could only build its legal ground of having 
Senkaku Islands on occupation without any other option. There was no option of 
taking conquest or annexation as legal ground. Therefore, Professor Okuhara said 
that, “I could not find out or prove that Senkaku Islands were Chinese territory 
before Japan incorporated them into its territory, after the research I have done 
27    R. Bernhardt ed., Encyclopedia of Public International Law, Vol. 2, Amsterdam: North-
Holland Publishing Company, 1981, pp. 81~84.
28    Inoue Kiyoshi, Issues on History and Sovereignty of Diaoyu Islands, Shanghai: SDX Joint 
Publishing Company, 1973, pp. 51~53. (in Chinese)
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on this issue from all perspectives, which means that this area was terra nullius 
under international law (Toshio Okuhara, Basis of Sovereignty of Senkaku Islands, 
Central Review, July 1978).”29
In summary, whether as a matter of fact or as a matter of law, it is erroneous 
to claim that Diaoyu Islands were terra nullius at the end of the nineteenth century. 
Territorial sovereignty cannot be obtained merely through forceful occupation of 
the territory of another State. Likewise, Japan’s illegal occupation of the Diaoyu 
Islands of China does not give it territorial sovereignty over the Islands.
II. Diaoyu Islands’ Status in Marine Delimitation
Maritime delimitation includes delimitations of territorial seas, exclusive 
economic zones and continental shelves. Continental shelves and exclusive 
economic zones are regulated under different regimes with entirely different 
basis for right. Continental shelves are delimited based on natural prolongation 
and distance principles, while the exclusive economic zones are only delimitated 
based on the distance principle. However, the provisions under the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea 1982 (“UNCLOS”) concerning the delimitation 
of exclusive economic zones between States with opposite or adjacent coasts and 
those concerning the delimitation of continental shelves between such States are 
identical. UNCLOS, Art. 74(1) stipulates that, “The delimitation of the exclusive 
economic zone between States with opposite or adjacent coasts shall be effected 
by agreement on the basis of international law, as referred to in Article 38 of 
the Statute of the International Court of Justice, in order to achieve an equitable 
solution.” And its Art. 83(1) states that “The delimitation of the continental shelf 
between States with opposite or adjacent coasts shall be effected by agreement 
on the basis of international law, as referred to in Article 38 of the Statute of 
the International Court of Justice, in order to achieve an equitable solution.” 
“International law” mentioned in Article 38 of the Statute of the International 
Court of Justice refers to: (1) international conventions expressly recognized by 
the contesting party; (2) international customs, as evidence of a general practice 
accepted as law; (3) general principles of law recognized by civilized nations; (4) 
Judicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the 
29    Syougorou Takahashi, Record of Diaoyu Islands, Beijing: Ocean Geological Survey Bu-
reau, 1983, p. 83. (in Chinese)
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various nations, as subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law. Brownlie 
contends that the purpose of the provisions of UNCLOS is to settle disputes 
of delimitation in the catalogs of general principles of law and international 
custom.30 The UNCLOS also requires that the concerned States shall determine 
the criteria and terms of delimitation by mutual agreement in order to reach an 
equitable solution. For decades, the equitable principle has been applied in disputes 
concerning boundary delimitations to facilitate a fair and reasonable solution. 
When the equitable principle is applied, relevant circumstances shall be taken into 
account depending on different cases.31
There are two issues concerning maritime delimitation with respect to the 
status of Diaoyu Islands. One is what type of the sea area the islands can have. The 
other is what role they may play in maritime delimitation.
A. The Sea Areas that Diaoyu Islands Should Have
According to Art. 121 of UNCLOS (Regime of Islands), the territorial sea, the 
contiguous zone, the exclusive economic zone and the continental shelf of an island 
(a naturally formed area of land, surrounded by water, which is above water at high 
tide) are determined in accordance with the provisions of the UNCLOS applicable 
to other land territory. UNCLOS also mentions exceptions to this stipulation. 
Unlike the Continental Shelf Convention, 1958, UNCLOS created a new regime 
in Art. 121 (3), stipulating that, “Rocks which cannot sustain human habitation or 
economic life of their own shall have no exclusive economic zone or continental 
shelf.”
Though there is no definition of “rock” in Art. 121 (3), rocks that are denied an 
exclusive economic zone or a continental shelf must have two prescribed features − 
that they “cannot sustain human habitation” and that they “cannot sustain economic 
life of their own”. To “sustain human habitation” means the ability to sustain the 
30   Ian Brownlie, translated by Zeng Lingliang, Yu Minyou et al., Jurisprudence of Public 
International Law, Beijing: Law Press China, 2003, p. 243. (in Chinese)
31   Kuen-chen Fu, International Law of the Ocean − Theory on Equitable Delimitation, 
Taipei: Three People’s Publishing House, 1992, pp. 117~157 (in Chinese); Kuen-chen Fu, 
Equitable Consideration in International Law of the Ocean Delimitation Practice, in Kuen-
chen Fu ed., Monographic Research on the Law of the Sea, Xiamen: Xiamen University 
Press, 2004, pp. 160~180 (in Chinese); Yuan Kujie, Theory and Practice of International 
Maritime Delimitation, Beijing: Law Press China, 2001, pp. 138~168 (in Chinese); Gao 
Jianjun, Theory on International Maritime Delimitation, Beijing: Peking University Press, 
2005, pp. 52~133. (in Chinese) 
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most basic, normal, longest-term residential living. To “sustain economic life of 
their own”, means resources exploited in the rock or on the rock should be enough 
to sustain economic life of the people living there. It is obvious to be unfair and 
not in conformity with the intention of convention makers, if reconstructing rocks 
into a semi-artificial island that is able to sustain human habitation or economic life 
of their own in order to have exclusive economic zone or continental shelf of 200 
nautical miles.32
Diaoyu Islands cannot sustain human habitation or economic life of their 
own due to their natural environment and lack of resources. They are not suitable 
for residential living, though they have sweet water. Around 1900, Japanese 
entrepreneur Koga Tatsushirō and his son operated some business on the islands. 
During that time, they hired employees on a seasonal basis and brought food from 
places outside of the islands. Record of Diaoyu Islands states that Izawa Mihitoo, 
along with other fishermen, came to Uotsuri-shima and Kuba-shima from Ishigaki 
Island in 1891. There he found two bodies wearing Chinese costumes in a cave. 
Kuroiwa Hisashi wrote in Record of Events on Exploring Senkaku Islands in 1990 
that someone in the group saw human bones in the mountain.33 It is also written 
in Diaoyu Island and Takeshima that a group of nationalist young people of so 
called “Territory of Senkaku Suicide Squad” landed on Uotsuri-shima on May 12 
of the 53th year of the reign of Mikadao Zhaohe. They brought food with them and 
lived there in tents. They had made up their minds to live there until the Japanese 
government took effective control over the Island. However, after around 20 days, 
members including Team II could not hold on another day. It is said that the reason 
for withdrawal was “malnutrition”.34 In addition, as detailed before, people once 
32    Ma Ying-jeou, Discussion on Diaoyutai Islands and East China Sea Delimitation from New 
Law of the Sea, Taipei: Cheng Chung Book Co., Ltd., 1986, pp. 126~132 (in Chinese). The 
author believes that, “the main purpose of Art. 121(3) obviously lies in the denial of rights 
of numerous rocks having exclusive economic zones and continental shelf, in order to limit 
the application of Art. 121(2). Accordingly, interpretation of Art. 121(3) must be made 
strictly, in order to maintain the effectiveness of the clause. Based on acknowledgement as 
such, Art. 121(3) can be interpreted as: a. rocks must be used to sustain human inhabitation 
for a quite long period of time; b. resources that are used for sustaining economic life of 
their own must be limited to those produced by rocks themselves, not including resources 
imported from territorial seas or other places outside of rocks; c. exploitation of resources 
of rocks has to be done in accordance with economic principle, of which the standard shall 
be recognized according to local situations.”
33    Syougorou Takahashi, Record of Diaoyu Islands, Beijing: Ocean Geological Survey Bu-
reau, 1983, p. 116 (in Chinese).
34    Ryuusuke Uechi, Diaoyu Island and Takeshima, Beijing: State Oceanic Administration, 
Institute for Ocean Development Strategy, 1988, p. 49. (in Chinese)
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conducted some economic activities on the islands, like capturing birds, such as the 
albatross, collection of bird droppings, feathers, specimens, medicinal herbs, etc. 
However, resources became scarce in later days and the business ended. After the 
outbreak of the Pacific War, the islands remained uninhabited for decades.35
It can be concluded that the Diaoyu Islands are not entitled to exclusive 
economic zones or continental shelves. 
B. The Role of Diaoyu Islands in Maritime Delimitation
In numerous maritime delimitation cases, an island may have full effect, 
partial effect or zero effect on drawing lines in different situations. 
Diaoyu Islands are 420 kilometers both from Fuzhou City of Fujian Province, 
and from Naha of Okinawa Island, and are around 90 nautical miles from the 
nearest Chinese territory Pengjia Yu and Sakishima Islands of Japan. That is to 
say, the Diaoyu Islands are located right in the middle between China and Japan. 
There are three international practices concerning islands near the middle line 
between neighboring States that are used for maritime delimitation. Firstly, if the 
island is a large island with much population, then the island may have full effect in 
maritime delimitation, such as the Shetland Islands in the UK-Norway continental 
shelf delimitation dispute in 1965 and Tsushima Island in Japan-South Korea 
continental shelf delimitation dispute in 1974. Secondly, in case of islands having 
partial effect, typical examples are the Lampedusa Island of 3 square mile, Linosa 
Island of 2 square mile, Pantelleria Island of 32 square mile, and Lampione Island 
of less than 1 square mile, four islands of Italy that are on the middle line or cross 
the middle line between Italy and Tunisia and were the subject of the Italy-Tunisia 
Delimitation Agreement in 1971. In this case, the former three islands got 13 
nautical miles while the latter island got 12 nautical miles. At the time Italy claimed 
6 nautical miles of territorial seas, thus the continental shelf was included. Thirdly, 
there are two situations in which islands have no effect at all. One is that the island 
only has territorial sea while the other is that it does not even have territorial sea. 
In the Iran-Saudi Arabia continental shelf delimitation dispute in 1968, Farsi 
Island and Arabi Island near the middle line between Iran and Saudi Arabia only 
had territorial seas of 12 nautical miles. In the Iran-UAE Delimitation Agreement 
35    Ryuusuke Uechi, Diaoyu Island and Takeshima, Beijing: State Oceanic Administration, 
Institute for Ocean Development Strategy, 1988, p. 26. (in Chinese)
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in 1974, the Abu Musa Island in Persian Gulf was not taken into account for 
delimitation because its sovereignty was in dispute between Iran and UAE at that 
time.36 In 1974, the delimitation between Japan and South Korea was fixed south 
of the Liancourt Rocks (“Takeshima” in Japanese) of which the sovereignty was 
in dispute at the time. In other words, Liancourt Rocks were taken into account for 
delimitation.37
In conclusion, Diaoyu Islands are located in a small area near the middle line 
between China and Japan and their sovereignty is in dispute. Thus, Diaoyu Islands 
should have no effect on the delimitation of exclusive economic zone and the 
continental shelf between China and Japan.
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